
INK MARKER GUIDE
Permanent and removable products



Roll-resistant caps
Composed of sturdy plastic, these impact-resistant caps are 
designed to offer a quick and complete seal to prevent  
premature dry-out. The convenient clip caps help the  
markers to store easily in a pocket or tool belt, and resist  
rolling off of a table or workbench.

Durable, lightweight barrels  
Lightweight enough to reduce hand fatigue, but large 
enough to be used comfortably even with work gloves, 
these break-resistant barrels will hold up under tough work-
ing environments and help to extend the life of the marker. 

Extra-tough Tips
Whether marking on cardboard or steel, the extra-tough tips 
resist spreading or mushrooming, ensuring long life and  
accurate marking performance.

Wear-resistant ink formula
Formulated to dry quickly and leave bold, highly-visible 
marks, the wear-resistant ink is safe for use on almost any 
surface and is wear- and water-resistant.

DURA-INK® Permanent Ink Markers

Industry professionals require more out of their tools, which is why Markal® has been the trusted leader 

in industrial-grade marking solutions for over 78 years. Engineered to perform in the toughest industrial  

environments, our DURA-INK® family of permanent ink markers offers the best combination of  

performance, durability and value. With sturdy, wear-resistant barrels that hold an extra-large ink supply and  

industrial-strength tips, these markers are guaranteed to work as hard as you do.



PART NO. COLOR

96022 ■ Red

96023 ■ Black

96025 ■ Blue

96026 ■ Green

96027 ■ Silver

Mark size:  1/16”  (1.5mm) 

DURA-INK 15  Fine Bullet Tip

This fine bullet tip marker produces accurate and easily  
readable, thin marks, making it ideal for everything from  
the shop floor to the shipping room, and parts identification 
to layout work.

DURA-INK 20  Retractable Fine Bullet Tip

This retractable permanent ink marker uses a one-handed, 
push-button for easy opening and closing. The convenient 
capless feature makes it ideal for use in tight work spaces 
and eliminates mess or lost caps.  

PART NO. COLOR

96575 ■ Black

96576 ■ Red

Mark size:  1/16” (1.5mm) 

DURA-INK 25  Medium Chisel Tip

This large, chisel tip marker offers the flexibility of producing 
fine or broad marks on almost any surface. With an extra-
large ink supply and crush-resistant metal barrel, this marker 
offers longer marking life and durability.

PART NO. COLOR

96222 ■ Red

96223 ■ Black

Mark size:  1/8” to 1/4” 
  (3mm to 6mm) 

Mark size:  1/16” to 3/16”  
  (1.5mm to 4.5mm)

DURA-INK 55  Medium Chisel Tip

For flexible, finer line marking, the DURA-INK 55 features  
a medium chisel tip to produce both fine and broad  
permanent marks. This economical, durable plastic barrel 
withstands tough industrial uses and is the alternative to  
the high-cost metal barrels.

PART NO. COLOR

 96528 ■ Red

 96529 ■ Black

 96530 ■ Blue

 96531 ■ Green

PART NO. COLOR

96520 ■ Black

Mark size:  1/32”  (1mm) 

DURA-INK® 5  Extended Micro Tip

The DURA-INK 5 is a permanent ink marker that uses an 
extended micro tip for precision marking needs and is ideal 
to use through drill holes, mounting brackets, or in any hard 
to reach areas.



PART NO. COLOR

96535 ■ Red

96536 ■ Black

96537 ■ Blue

96538 ■ Green

Mark size:  1/8”  (3mm) 

DURA-INK® 60  Medium Bullet Tip

The DURA-INK 60 is a permanent ink marker with a durable, 
medium bullet tip to provide bold, clean marks. Ideal for 
industrial use, the ergonomic plastic barrel is easy to use 
even with work gloves and is an alternative to the high-
cost metal barrels.

DURA-INK 80  Valve-Actuated Tapered Tip

The DURA-INK 80 is a permanent ink marker, which uses a 
valve-actuated tip to provide on-demand ink for smooth, 
continuous use. The durable metal barrel reduces breakage 
and holds a large ink supply for increased marking mileage.

PART NO. COLOR

96923 ■ Black
Mark size:  1/8” (3mm) 

DURA-INK 200  Broad Chisel Tip

Ideal for equipment identification and signs, the DURA-INK 
200 permanent ink marker uses an over-sized tip to create 
large, highly-visible marks. The extra-large industrial barrel 
contains more ink for longer marking life.

PART NO. COLOR

96914 ■ Green

96915 ■ Blue

96916 ■ Red

96917 ■ Black

Mark size:  3/8” to 5/8” 
      (9.5mm to 16mm) 

Mark size:  1/8” (3mm) 

DURA-INK Dry Erase  Medium Bullet Tip

The DURA-INK Dry Erase marker makes temporary marks 
that are quickly and easily removed from most non- 
porous surfaces without ghosting or leaving a residue. 

PART NO. COLOR

96570 ■ Red

96571 ■ Black

96572 ■ Blue

96573 ■ Green
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